Cailin Maureen Harrison’s play Last Swallows had its world premiere in Los Angeles in September 2019. It received glowing
reviews and extremely positive responses from enthusiastic, sold-out houses. This booklet is designed to give you an
overview of the play and some thoughts on why it might be suitable for your theater.

LAST SWALLOWS
a new dramedy by
Cailin Maureen Harrison
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Last Swallows Synopsis (Spoiler alert!)
Act One

Last Swallows is set in present day New England and framed through the contemporary scope of a diverse family. The retired
patriarch, whose health is failing, is happy to see his life go by through binoculars, birdwatching, while the doting matriarch
really has only one wish: to get her whole family together one last time before dad’s bird has flown. Her New Year’s
Resolution, as a result, will be for a two week family vacation on Cape Cod.
This simple plan, however, unleashes a tidal wave of complications. With three sets of married children, two of whom
have young kids, coordinating schedules turns out to be almost impossible. In addition, Robert has been feeling unwell
and is going through a battery of tests to determine what could possibly be wrong. Finally, most of the family is either
too busy, too poor, or simply doesn’t want to go, remembering more-or-less disastrous previous family outings.
Finally Elizabeth gets everyone to commit to a date, Robert’s health issues permitting. When the entire family is poised to
leave, however, she receives news that a recent checkup has revealed that she – not her husband – has leukemia
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Act Two
Act two follows the struggles of the family as they come to terms with
Elizabeth’s illness. Due to a series of miscommunications, a running theme
with this family, Robert and the eldest daughter, Julia, decide that if the
whole family shows up to visit, Elizabeth will realize she’s out of time.
Accordingly, they decide only the immediate family may visit her. As her
condition deteriorates however, the siblings’ spouses rebel and visit the
hospital in a last minute coup. During this final cathartic confrontation,
Elizabeth dies, delighted that the whole family is finally together.
The final scene is set a decade later. Robert has died and the children are
going to scatter his ashes at Elizabeth’s grave. The problem is that Robert
never bought a headstone and being that it’s an ‘organic cemetery’ in a
deliberately rustic woodland setting, they can’t find the grave. Will they
move past the fighting, finger-pointing and bickering of their past, and give
their parents the final sendoff they deserve?
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CAST of CHARACTERS
Elizabeth Whitestone
Mid 60’s - Early 70’s, matron of family, retired teacher. Sharp, but naive at times.
Robert Whitestone
Late 60’s - Mid 70’s, patron of family, retired lawyer. Detached and grumpy.
Julia Whitestone Gray
Early 40’s eldest child, married with children, florist. Passionate, but controlling.
Edward Gray
Early 40’s Julia’s husband, ex-military now UPS middle-manager. Strong and kind, with a goofy side.
Thomas Whitestone
Late 30’s, middle child, married without children, international banker. Overwhelmed with work, but devoted to his wife.
Moira Grady
Mid 30’s, Thomas’s wife, unemployed nutritionist, frustrated job seeker. She has a secret desire to connect with Elizabeth
due to death of her own mother.
Dr. Caroline Whitestone Perry
Mid 30’s, youngest child, married with children, hospital pediatrician. Uptight and snarky, but wise.
Simone Perry
Mid 30’s, Caroline’s wife, bio-tech consultant running for State Senator. Focused and driven.
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Why stage Last Swallows at your theater?
The play gets up-close and personal with the dynamics of older parents, their three adult children and their spouses, with all
the attendant ups and downs. Last Swallows shows how even families who love one another can be amazingly dysfunctional.
As the saying goes, ‘You can pick your spouse but not their family.’ The play is foremost a comedy about a family squabbling
relentlessly about every little thing but also a drama about how life can take painful and unexpected turns.
At a tight 90 minutes (plus intermission), Last Swallows is a play that almost everyone can relate to. It’s about a family but it
could be about almost any family. During the premiere in Los Angeles many, many people told us “that’s exactly how my
sisters behave” or “I can relate – I was a middle brother”.
From a casting perspective, the play offers eight strong roles for actors in the age range of 30 to 70. These actors can be from
a broad range of diverse backgrounds as the ethnicities of the family and their spouses is not a plot point.
The play also presents a delightful challenge for any adventurous director. The family is often on stage at the same time but
in different locations or traveling between locations. In addition, they are talking at and over each other at a rapid pace,
which was inspired by Harrison’s feeling that the bickering family sounded like birds on a wire – squawking, pecking and
flapping around despite staying together as a flock.
Costumes and props are modern and simple. The set design can be ornate or minimal. There are perhaps platforms to
represent the couples’ New England homes in Hartford, Boston, Providence, and Darien. Props and set dressing can be
minimal. Note that there is also a British version of the script, which is set in and around London. [Spoilers ahead!]

Last Swallows has a shocking end to Act 1 which involves coping with loss due to cancer, a theme that provides opportunities
for building audience and post-show talk-backs.
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“A funny heartwarming dramedy that manages to perfectly encapsulate the challenges of dealing
with one’s own family, coupled off with an excellent cast and strong direction. THIS ONE IS A CLEAR
WINNER.” – Mike-Check
“A MOVING, COMEDIC GEM.... Of notable mention is the exquisite dialogue; flawless direction (Kiff
Scholl), and production (Racquel Lehrman), all making this show a must see... The subtle, subliminal
reference/analogy of the swallows as noisy chattering creatures who appear and then fleetingly
quiet and disappear, much like the Whitestone adult children is a brilliant metaphor.” – Bonnie
Priever, Curtain Up
“Harrison’s overlapping dialogue and intricately intermeshed scenes occurring simultaneously
in different locales capture the randomness and discord of family life.” – LA Times
“STRIKING.... Director Scholl’s staging works so well to create the chaos at the heart of the story....
Jarring and poignant.” – Stage Raw
“PROFOUNDLY MOVING family tale…. The experience felt poignant, infuriating, often funny, but in
the end hopeful and forgiving. Even grateful. This is what we mean when we talk about the magic of
theatre” – The World through Night Tinted Glasses
Please contact us for more information:
pcycompany.info@gmail.com

“IMPRESSIVE... Clever wordplay, coupled with tight direction by Kiff Scholl.... Well-drawn and wellacted.... Thoughtful touches abound... A CLASS ACT” – Larchmont Buzz

or visit
Pandelia’s Canary Yellow Company
www.pcycompany.com for more information

“A BEAUTIFULLY REALIZED PERFORMANCE... The stage is set for epic conflicts and emotional
meltdowns, and Harrison’s play delivers all that... When one leaves the theater, it is with a new
appreciation for our loved ones.” – Lyons’ Views, News and Review
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